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As of August 22, 2023
Introducing

WEAR HOPE
HELP UKRAINE

A Collection and Campaign
presented by

Rachael Ray &
DelBrenna Jewelry

In partnership with

Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA)

FIFTY-FIVE PERCENT OF EACH PURCHASE DIRECTLY AIDS THE UKRAINIAN PEOPLE.

Order your Tryzub today:
https://delbrenna.com/pages/rachael ray-delbrenna
Thanks to a generous grant from the Canada-Ukraine Foundation (CUF), UCCA has partnered with the Ukraine Protection and Development Fund (UPDFund) to provide clean drinking water for various hard-hit villages in the Beryslav Raion (district) of the Kherson Oblast.
The first 14 wells have been delivered to (L to R) Dar’ivka, Mylivska and Tiahynska villages
UCCA Launches #DroneFund

Who are you giving money to?

We are UCCA, one of the oldest U.S.-based nonprofits supporting Ukraine. Since February 24, 2022, when Russia began its unprovoked, genocidal war against Ukraine, the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA), the largest umbrella organization representing the interests of nearly 2 million Ukrainian Americans, has been confronting these humanitarian challenges with direct support.

UCCA Delivered more than 35 MILLION dollars-worth of goods to support Ukraine

- $12,000,000 for general aid
- $8,000,000 for medical supplies
- $3,000,000 for Ukraine
- $1,000,000 for refugees

Help Buy A Drone!
Humanitarian aid delivered to our freedom fighters in Druzhkivka, Donetsk oblast
UCCA 10,000+ GENERATORS Project

UCCA continues delivering humanitarian aid & portable generators to our men & women on the frontlines.
Bringing things into focus, UCCCA helps our defenders see better.
#SupportUkraine

For 19 months UCCA has been raising funds and soliciting in-kind contributions to aid our brethren in Ukraine. To date we have delivered over $36 million worth of assistance thanks to YOUR support.

Today UCCA is helping to launch a new initiative with Rachael Ray and DelBrenna Jewerly, the **WEAR HOPE** jewelry collection, whereby 55% of the proceeds will go directly to support Ukraine’s Unbroken National Rehabilitation Center. To purchase your beautiful necklace please visit: https://delbrenna.com/pages/rachaelray-delbrenna

UCCA is also launching a new Fundraising drive to raise money for the purchase of much-needed drones. Every month, Ukraine uses about 10,000 drones of different types. Through your charitable contributions, the **#DroneFund** will help UCCA supply the defenders in Ukraine with modern drones and equipment to counter the invasion. Please visit: https://www.mightycause.com/story/Uccadronefund

UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous support!